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Which entry point focuses on establishing a complete feedback loop for how applications
perform in production and how customer feedback is received?
 
 
A. Plan and Measure 
B. Develop and Test 
C. Deploy and Release 
D. Monitoring and Optimization 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: Rapid Release Cycle with Strong Feedback Loop 
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Using plug-ins, UrbanCode Deploy can publish mobile application binaries to which IBM
product?
 
 
A. PureApplication Systems 
B. Worklight Application Center 
C. WebSphere Application Server 
D. IBM Optim 
 

Answer: A
Reference:Pure Application Service on SoftLayer and UrbanCode Deploy
 
 

 

 

Rational Requirements Composer allows a business to improve its ability to Plan and
Measure by facilitating which activity?
 
 
A. providing an end-to-end view of customer feedback 
B. adapting to project scope changes more quickly 
C. coordinating the activities of multiple development teams 
D. providing the framework for software objectives and timelines 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: *Coordinate your software development activities from business needs to

system delivery. Rational collaborative lifecycle management provides real-time planning,

lifecycle traceability, in-context collaboration, development intelligence and continuous

process improvement. 

*Systems and software engineering teams to improve collaboration and project agility

through concurrent editing, automated versioning and effective prioritization. 

 

 

 

Implementing the continuous testing practice of DevOps allows a company to gain which
important advantage?
 

Question No : 2
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A. early monitoring and optimization opportunities 
B. avoidance of unnecessary testing 
C. early discovery of integration risks 
D. competitive advantage over rival companies 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: IBM’s comprehensive continuous testing solution covers UI and integration

Test Automation, performance testing and Service Virtualization, ensuring that customers

can approach all of their DevOps testing challenges with confidence. 

 

 

 

What is one way IBM's solution for application release and deployments solves the
problem of scaling complex releases and deployments?
 
 
A. by coordinating the order and priority of development tasks 
B. by automating most of the manual steps 
C. by providing a common platform for dev. test, and deploy 
D. by enabling continuous testing of builds as they are produced 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: Agile Development: Continuous Integration of Changes driving the need for

Continuous Testing and Deployment 

 

 

 

What are three characteristics common to organizations trying to deliver software
applications on a more continuous basis?
 
 
A. planned delivery model 
B. small development teams 
C. continuous integration frequency 
D. release frequency is days/weeks 
 

Answer: B,C,D

Explanation: *Development and Operations Team Sizes 

10s with built-in DevOps automation 
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